Sustainable Supply offers the web’s best selection of toilet tissue dispensers from all the leading manufacturers of commercial restroom products. The washroom says a lot about your facility, and the products you choose for that space can impact the user experience significantly.

Toilet paper dispensers are just one example of the variety that exists in commercial restroom fixtures. The following guide explains the characteristics of the five toilet tissue dispenser types and whether each product will work in your restroom.

Once you’ve selected the dispensers that fit your facility, take advantage of Sustainable Supply’s low prices, fast-shipping, and incredible service.

### Single Roll Toilet Paper Dispenser
- Single roll dispensers offer a basic way to dispense standard core toilet tissue in the commercial restroom.
- Available in numerous design styles, mounting options, and materials, these dispensers are well-suited in restrooms where heavy traffic is not a concern. These dispensers can include theft deterrent features and controlled delivery systems, if required.
  - Most affordable option
  - Well-suited for lower traffic restrooms

### Dual Roll Toilet Paper Dispenser
- Dual roll dispensers also offer a basic way to dispense standard core toilet tissue in the commercial restroom but offer double the capacity. Available in numerous design styles, mounting options, and materials, these dispensers are well-suited in restrooms with heavier traffic. These dispensers can include theft deterrent features and controlled delivery systems, if required.
  - Cost-effective option
  - Dispense two rolls instead of one

### Multi Roll Toilet Paper Dispenser
- The multi-roll toilet paper holder works well with nearly any sized commercial bathroom. By providing two rolls of toilet paper, multi-roll toilet tissue dispensers are a great option for commercial washrooms big or small. These dispensers keep the reserve roll covered and inaccessible until the first roll is completely used. With another roll of toilet tissue always ready to go, the multi-roll toilet tissue holder reduces the need to service the unit as often.
  - Two rolls of paper are great for any sized restroom
  - Reserve roll remains covered, dropping into place when the first has been used

### Jumbo Roll Toilet Paper Dispenser
- Jumbo roll dispensers hold a much larger roll, up to 12 inches in diameter, than standard roll dispensers and offer an enclosed design that protects the tissue and lifts the appearance of the space. Available in numerous design styles, mounting options, and materials, these dispensers are well-suited in all restroom types. These dispensers can include theft deterrent features and controlled delivery systems, if required.
  - Fully enclosed units - easy to maintain
  - Jumbo rolls last longer, reducing service frequency

### Coreless Toilet Paper Dispenser
- Coreless tissue systems offer up to six times the capacity of single, standard two-ply rolls. Coreless roll dispensers are available in a variety of configurations, from multi-roll to jumbo roll, stainless steel to plastic, and these dispensers can also include theft deterrence and controlled delivery features. Elimination of the standard core size allows the fixture to be smaller while still accommodating roles that last longer.
  - Affordable prices
  - Smaller fixtures still deliver up to six times that of a standard core